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<<<<<<<Start Mission>>>>>>>

CDT_Randi:
::standing next to the wall, waiting::
CNS_Varesh:
::sits in his usual seat::
CTO_Ayidee:
::In Observation lounge, reviewing crew positions.::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::sitting in the OL waiting for the meeting to start::
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::standing in the observation lounge::
CMO_McDonald:
::sitting in the OL waiting for the assignments::
FCO_O`Guinn:
::sitting in observation lounge:::
CSO_Hansen:
::looks around the observation lounge::
CEO_Woo:
::sits in the OL sipping some cranberrry juice::
ACO_Williams:
::Stands at the head of the table:: AXO: Is everyone here?
TO_Tough:
::sits in one corner of the OL::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::looks around:: ACO: Aye sir.
SO_Titus:
::sitting nervously on a seat near the doors of the OL, unsure as to why he's there::
CO_Adamson:
@::in the command post at Shelby with James trying to decide what to do next.::
Dvari:
::in the observation lounge over by the window pouting::
CEO_Woo:
::looks up at the ACO::
ACO_Williams:
All: Your attention please, things look bad, I have been in contact with Shelby Control
CDT_Randi:
::the longer she stands there, the madder she is getting::
CO_Adamson:
@CO_James:  What do you think, its still hours before the Huron gets here, but we don't have the manpower to continue, but we must.
CMO_McDonald:
::listening intently and taking notes::
FCO_O`Guinn:
::looks at the ACO::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::making notes while listening to the ACO::
CTO_Ayidee:
ACO: Any estimates on casualty or damage?
CEO_Woo:
::puts down mug on table, listening intently::
CNS_Varesh:
::taps on his PADD::
CMO_McDonald:
~~~~CNS: V, This looks really bad~~~~
ACO_Williams:
CMO: You will take a medical team over to Shelby, the team will consist of yourself the MO, CNS, our new Cadet 2nd class, and Dvari if she is willing
CMO_McDonald:
CO: aye aye sir...
AXO-O`Guinn:
::wonders what they are going to find when they arrive::
CNS_Varesh:
~~~~CMO: Sure does.~~~~ ::nods at Williams' instruction::
CDT_Randi:
::looks up as she hears her rank::
CMO_McDonald:
CO: may i suggest we have a medical team standing by on the Huron too.
CO_Adamson:
CO_James:  I know this is difficult Capt, but you must focus.
CO_James:
@::rubs her eyes tiredly:: CO_Adamson: To be honest, I'm still not sure what to think.  Somehow we need to keep functioning until the Huron gets here.
ACO_Williams:
CMO: Stabalize and transport back to the Huron, the rest of your staff can handle things here
Dvari:
::glances over at the CMO then turns back to the window::
CMO_McDonald:
CO: aye aye sir.
CO_Adamson:
@CO_James:  I know, my apologies, I'm just as tired as you.  We are just so overwhelmed.
CEO_Woo:
Thinks to self: What a careless moment of destruction...
CNS_Varesh:
::glances over at Dvari, but says nothing::
TO_Tough:
::thinks that maybe security should go with the AT ... just in case::
ACO_Williams:
AXO: Your mission is to determin if there is still danger from the substance that caused the explosion, and contain that danger
CO_Adamson:
@::Closes her eyes taking a deep breath.  Opening them she goes over to look out the window.::
CO_James:
@CO_Adamson: I understand.
AXO-O`Guinn:
::nods:: ACO: Aye sir.
ACO_Williams:
AXO: Keep the CSO and CEO with your team
AXO-O`Guinn:
::nods again making notes::
CO_Adamson:
@CO_James: Your getting the best ship in the fleet in my opinion.  I should know they are mine.  Have decks 16 and 15 been cleared yet ?
CMO_McDonald:
::leans over:: MO: Mira, you take Varesh and Dvari in one shuttle i'll take Randi in another.
ACO_Williams:
CTO: Shelby is worried this may not have been accidental take the FCO TO and SO and try and determin the cause
CNS_Varesh:
~~~~Randi: You OK, sweetpea?~~~~
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::Nods her head:: CMO: Yes, sir
CO_James:
@::nods:: CO_Adamson: Decks are clear.. we're just waiting on them now.  ::sends up a silent prayer that they hurry::
CDT_Randi:
~~~~V:  I don't want to be separated from you...~~~~
CTO_Ayidee:
ACO: Yes sir, we'll find out what happened, accident or intentional.
CMO_McDonald:
~~~~Randi: Your with Me in one shuttle, the Rest are in another~~~~
CO_Adamson:
@CO_James:  What is the death toll now ?
CNS_Varesh:
~~~~Randi: In this mission we might have to... its time to follow orders.~~~~
Dvari:
::moves over near the ACO::
Huron Flight Control:
*ACO* Captain, we're approaching Shelby Station.
CDT_Randi:
~~~~V:  Hrumph!~~~~
ACO_Williams:
ALL: Alright, I am beaming over to Shelby Ops command will be located there
CDT_Randi:
::follows the CMO, not saying a word::
ACO_Williams:
*AFCO* Acknowledged
CO_James:
@::grimaces:: CO_Adamson: 8 dead, 168 injured but still too many unaccounted for.
ACO_Williams:
ALL: Dismissed, Dvari can I have a word with you and the CMO
AXO-O`Guinn:
::gets up and heads back out to the bridge::
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: I'll meet you at the shuttle
Dvari:
ACO: Of course sir.
CMO_McDonald:
CO: aye sir..
CNS_Varesh:
::walks over to Mira:: MO: Mind if I pilot? ::smiles:: The captain did train me.
CDT_Randi:
::stops, then hears the CMO where he will meet her and nods::
FCO_O`Guinn:
ACO: Am I flying part of the crew over sir?
CEO_Woo:
::walks out to check on the status of the engineering teams::
CTO_Ayidee:
::Returns to the Bridge.::
CSO_Hansen:
::gets to her feet and walks out of the OL::
ACO_Williams:
::Waits for the others to leave::
CO_Adamson:
@::A pain look comes over her face.:: CO_James: 168 injured...  Just too many, too many.
TO_Tough:
::leave the OL and joins the CTO::  CTO:  Orders, Sir?
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
CNS: Not at all. ::remembers how bad she was at the academy::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::starts running checks trying to determine if there is still any danger from the substance that caused this::
CEO_Woo:
AXO: When we're ready to go, please contact me; I will be in ME
CDT_Randi:
::enters the TL and says shuttle bay::
ACO_Williams:
FCO: The shuttles will be for transporting supplys and personel both ways, if you can hitch a ride over do it, if not use the transporters
SO_Titus:
::runs after the CSO::
SO_Titus:
CSO: Any orders Sir?
AXO-O`Guinn:
::nods at the CEO...continues running my scans::
CNS_Varesh:
::grins:: MO: Great. ::enters the TL:: TL: Shuttle Bay.
FCO_O`Guinn:
ACO: Aye sir.
CTO_Ayidee:
TO: Once we get to the Bridge first thing we need is a list of ships expected to be in the area.  We can try and confirm first that there were no unexpected vessels.
CMO_McDonald:
::patiently waits::
CEO_Woo:
::exits the bridge onto turbolift. COmputer: ME.
Dvari:
::looks at the CMO and waits patiently::
CO_James:
@::nods in agreement, nothing really one can say to that::
ACO_Williams:
Dvari/CMO: I am a little worried about sending you over ::looks at Dvari:: I need to know you can handle this professionally
CDT_Randi:
::exits the TL and walks into the shuttle bay, going to the shuttle and enters::
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::Wonders if that was such a good thing::
TO_Tough:
::nods:: CTO:  Understood, Sir.
CMO_McDonald:
~~~~Dvari: I have no idea~~~~
CSO_Hansen:
::looks back at the SO running behind her::  SO:  Not at the moment.
FCO_O`Guinn:
::exits to bridge:: CTO: Tio ya be ready?
Dvari:
ACO: Sir?
CMO_McDonald:
::looks at the CO:: CO: Sir?
CEO_Woo:
::steps out of turbolift and walks briskly into ME, where engineers are scrambling to get ready::
SO_Titus:
CSO: May I call you ma'am?
Dvari:
::looks at the CMO again::
CO_Adamson:
@::She throws a glass that she had in her hand across the room::
CNS_Varesh:
::waits for the TL to stop and exits, quickly strides over to the shuttle and starts the pre-flight::
CMO_McDonald:
::looks back at Dvari and shrugs::
ACO_Williams:
Dvari/CMO: The last time Todd was missing you took off, endangering yourself and the crew, the CMO has orders to sedate you if necessary
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::Enters the TL:: Shuttle bay
CTO_Ayidee:
FCO: Ready as I can be.  Just hope we can determine what happened and make sure it was a one time thing.
CMO_McDonald:
::looks at George:: CO: Sir!
CSO_Hansen:
::shrugs::  SO:  Whatever you're more comfortable with.
CO_James:
@::startles at the sound and sighs::
Dvari:
ACO: Excuse me sir, I can do my job! ::mutters under her breath::
CO_Adamson:
@CO_James: And to make matters worse we still have no word on why this happened.  It can't be accidently you just passed the safety test.  I should know I passed you.
AXO-O`Guinn:
::sees the report coming in on the substance:: Self: This is not good.
ACO_Williams:
Dvari: then do it, dismissed!
CEO_Woo:
::steps up to master display:: Computer: Determine the level of trimethyl hydroxide present in the shelby facility and poses a danger to anything that it may come in contact with.
SO_Titus:
CSO: So where to now? 
Dvari:
ACO: If he lays one finger on me....::stops herself::
FCO_O`Guinn:
CTO: Well lets get the rest of the team togather and head for the transports.
CMO_McDonald:
Dvari: I wont unless I absolutely have to..
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::esits and walks to the shuttlebay, Takes the med kit from the nurse::
Dvari:
~~~~CMO: Keep your hands off me understand?~~~~
CEO_Woo:
::looks over shoulder to locate the team leaders::
CTO_Ayidee:
FCO: All we need is Science Officer Titus and we're complete.
ACO_Williams:
Dvari: I can have you implanted with a subcutanious transponder, if needed. Just follow the CMO's orders and everything will be fine.
Dvari:
::turns and heads to to door::
TO_Tough:
::grabs a phaser and other equipment she needs and heads towards the TL::
CNS_Varesh:
::finishes up the pre-flight::
CO_James:
@::rubs her neck:: CO_Adamson: That does seem to be one of the biggest questions of the moment.  There is no reason that this should have happened - not accidently at any rate. ::finishes darkly::
Dvari:
::looks back:: ACO: Yes sir.
CMO_McDonald:
~~~~Dvari: deal, just dont go taking off without telling me but I'll give you free reign~~~~
AXO-O`Guinn:
::stands on the bridge waiting for the ACO so I can report what I found::
ACO_Williams:
::mutters something about Civilians on a starship::
FCO_O`Guinn:
::looks around the bridge:: SO: Ya be ready to go Mr. Titus?
ACO_Williams:
::Exits to the Bridge::
CSO_Hansen:
SO:  I'm waiting at the moment, but you can take one of the science stations.  ::looks over at the AXO::
CO_Adamson:
@CO_James:  If its sabotage, who gets the first crack, you or me ?
ACO_Williams:
AXO: Report?
TO_Tough:
::enters the TL and holds it for the others::
CNS_Varesh:
::waits for his passengers to board:: *Bridge*: Shuttle Phoenix ready to depart as soon as all are on board. ::looks over his shoulder::
CMO_McDonald:
Dvari: I'll leave ya alone, now lets go..
Dvari:
::mutters "darn upstarts" as she heads for the TL::
AXO-O`Guinn:
ACO: Sir the chemical is scattered all around the station...there is a concentration around the docking bay.
SO_Titus:
CSO: Yes Ma'am
SO_Titus:
Computer: Where am I?
Dvari:
::glares at the CMO::

ACTION: The image of a large bunny suddenly appears before Captain James, then promptly vanishes

MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::Steps onto the shuttle carrying two medkits::
ACO_Williams:
AXO: Understood, get it contained, I don't want anymore explosions.
CO_James:
@::raises an eyebrow at the Civilians comment but says nothing about it:: CO_Adamson: I'll flip you for it?
Dvari:
::instructs the TL computer to head for the shuttlebay::
AXO-O`Guinn:
ACO: Trying to now sir.
CMO_McDonald:
::heads out to the bridge and proceeds to the the shuttlebay:: Randi: I'm just leaving now be there in 2 minutes
CNS_Varesh:
MO: Great, just waiting for Dvari and then we can leave.
CO_Adamson:
@::pulls out an old fashion coin.::  CO_James:  Ok, heads or tails ?
AXO-O`Guinn:
*CEO*: We need to work on containing the trimethyl-hydroxide. There is a concentration in the docking bay.
ACO_Williams:
AXO: Transport me over to Shelby Control
CMO_McDonald:
TL: Suttlebay
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::nods her head and opesnt he med kits checking them::
AXO-O`Guinn:
CSO: I need you to work on it from here.
CDT_Randi:
::has the shuttle ready to go, just waiting on the CMO::
CO_James:
@::small smile:: CO_Adamson: I was joking.  Mostly.  I say we both go at whoever is responsible.
AXO-O`Guinn:
ACO: Aye sir. ::goes over and hits the controls to transport the ACO to Shelby::
CSO_Hansen:
AXO:  Aye sir.
CO_Adamson:
@CO_James:  Ahhh darn, ok I;ll go for that.
TO_Tough:
::arrives at the shuttlebay and waits for the others::
CMO_McDonald:
::arrives at the Shuttle bay and walks into the shuttle:: sits down besides Randi:: Randi: ready to go?
FCO_O`Guinn:
CTO: Tio if you would get Mr. Titus I will meet you in the Transporter room.
Dvari:
::enters the shuttlebay still fuming over the ACO's remarks::
CNS_Varesh:
::taps a few more buttons, gets up and goes to the door:: Self: Where is she?
CO_James:
@CO_Adamson: But I would have taken tails.
CDT_Randi:
CMO: Yes we are.  Shall I notify OPS so we can leave?
CEO_Woo:
*AXO* Understood, ma'am, we've almost got everything set up
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: Do so cadet..
CO_Adamson:
@::Chuckles:: CO_James:  You know outside I see the Huron, I wonder why they didn't contact the station or why your ops didn't let us know they were here ?

ACTION: As the crews report their mission readiness, OPS clears them for flight

Randi:
*OPS*:  Shuttle is ready to depart.
Dvari:
::steps into the shuttle and plops herself down:: CNS: Ok, let's get this over with.
CNS_Varesh:
::goes back to his seat and "feels" Dvari approach::
Huron Ops:
COM: Shelby: This is the Huron reporting.
AXO-O`Guinn:
*Randi*: You are cleared for departure.
CNS_Varesh:
Dvari: Sure thing. *OPS* Phoenix ready for departure.
FCO_O`Guinn:
::turns to the TL entering:: TL: Transporter Room 1.
Huron Ops:
*CNS* You are clear
CO_James:
@::quirks an eyebrow at CO_Adamson:: CO: As you were saying....?
CTO_Ayidee:
SO: Do you need any special equipment prepared, or are you ready to head to the transporter room?
Huron Ops:
*Randi* You are clear
CDT_Randi:
*OPS*:  Thanks Shannon, we are on our way ::watches as the doors open, and gently lifts the shuttle off and out of the Huron::
FCO_O`Guinn:
::exits TL walks down corridor to TR1::
TO_Tough:
*CTO*:  Sir, were are you?  I'm waiting at the shuttle bay for you.
CNS_Varesh:
::taps a few buttons and waits for Randi's shuttle to leave first:: ~~~~Randi: Off you go sweetpea, See you over there.~~~~

ACTION: Williams is beamed into the operations centre with Adamson and James

CMO_McDonald:
Randi: very good, you've been taught well.
AXO-O`Guinn:
::wishes everyone luck...turns my attention back to the containment problem::
CDT_Randi:
~~~~V: You better is all I can say BUD!~~~~
CO_Adamson:
COM:Huron:  This is Capt Adamson,  Its good to see you.  How many crew on their way over and I want to speak with Williams... ::sees Williams beam in.:: Disregard my last.
ACO_Williams:
::Looks around as he materializes::
CO_James:
@::has to hide a small smile::
CDT_Randi:
::turns and just looks at the CMO::  CMO:  I have been doing it for years, Sir...
AXO-O`Guinn:
COM: CO: Most of the crew is already on their way over ma'am.
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::closes the medkits, sure everything is in them::
Huron Ops:
COM: Shelby: Acknowledged.  Captain Williams knew the urgency of the situation, sir.
CNS_Varesh:
::moves his fingers along the sliders and follows the other shuttle out the doors:: ~~~~Randi: Aye, ma'am~~~~
ACO_Williams:
CO: Captain, its good to see you Ma'am
CO_Adamson:
@::Turns and smiles:: ACO:  George, its good to see you.  ::Goes over to shake his hand.::
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: I Can imagine..
SO_Titus:
CTO: A phaser is never a bad idea
CDT_Randi:
::snickers::
TO_Tough:
::is notified her team is transporting and makes runs as fast as she can to TR1 to join the team::
ACO_Williams:
::Takes her hand, and refrains from giving her a big hug::
CMO_McDonald:
I'll get us ready for triage keep us at a safe distance from shelby::
Dvari:
::glances over at Thoran:: MO: Do we have everything?
CNS_Varesh:
::sighs as he sees the damage:: MO: We have a lot of work.
CO_Adamson:
ACO:  Cmdr Richmond is down in the medical wing doing what he can... which I'm afraid is too much.  ::looks troubled.:: George I'd like you to meet Capt James.  CO of the Station.
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
Dvari: Yes, the medkits are  ready. ::hands Dvari one::
CDT_Randi:
::looks at the CMO strangely::
CTO_Ayidee:
SO: Lets get to the Transporter room then, I don't want to loose any clues because we took too long.  ::Exits Bridge and reports to the Transporter Room.::
ACO_Williams:
CO: The Huron is at your disposal Ma'am, we have med teams, and containment teams transporting over
TO_Tough:
::arrives at TR1 slightly out of breath::
AXO-O`Guinn:
*CEO*: Status of the containment problem?
Dvari:
::takes the medkit:: MO: Thank you.
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::looks up front, gasps::
CEO_Woo:
*AXO* We are trying to neutralize the compound at the moment, stand by
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: whats our ETA to the station?
CTO_Ayidee:
FCO: Ever run this type of investigation before?
CO_Adamson:
ACO:  Excellent.  I knew I had no worries with you in command.  I heard about your promotion.  Congratulations it was well deserved.
SO_Titus:
::follows the CTO::
AXO-O`Guinn:
*CEO*: Acknowledged...let  me know so we can get over there as soon as possible.
CO_Adamson:
ACO:  But we need to get down to business...  Capt James ?
Dvari:
::looks out of the window and says only one word:: All: Todd!
CNS_Varesh:
::plots a flight plan through the debris:: COM: Shelby OPS: Shuttle Phoenix requesting permission to dock.
CDT_Randi:
CMO: Asking for landing permission now.
FCO_O`Guinn:
CTO: Nay can't say I have.
CTO_Ayidee:
TR Chief: Beam us to the Freighter Bridge.
CDT_Randi:
Shelby oPS:  Permission to land.
ACO_Williams:
CO: Thank you, yes we do, how can the Huron help?
SO_Titus:
::steps onto the pad::
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: great!, now i'm going to give you some big responsibility here..
FCO_O`Guinn:
::steps on pad::
TO_Tough:
::steps up on the pad::
CO_Adamson:
ACO:  Med Teams George, lots and lots of med teams and as many crossed trained personnel we have.
CO_James:
@ACO_Williams: As it stands we have 168 persons injured, 8 dead and many unaccounted for...
CTO_Ayidee:
FCO: I'm hoping the Freighter's computer is intact.  At least that way we can get an idea of what happened so we can investigate better.  ::Steps on pad and waits for the wonderful tingle of the Transporters.::
Shelby Ops:
Randi/CNS:  You both have permission to land.
CDT_Randi:
@COM: OPS:  Acknowledged.
Transporter Chief:
::activates transporter::
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: I'm going to assign to you to help me triage patients but then your to transport them back to the Huron. Think you can handle that?
ACO_Williams:
CO: They are arriving by shuttle, we have set up the Huron to serve as a Hospital, we will do Triage and stabalizing procedures on station, then transport survivors back to the Huron
CDT_Randi:
::watches as the doors open and she slides in the shuttle::
CNS_Varesh:
COM: Shelby OPS: Acknowledged. ::goes in for final approach::
CDT_Randi:
CMO:  Yes, I think I can, if I spit out my gum before I do two things Sir...
FCO_O`Guinn:
::materializes on the frieghter bridge::
Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Varesh, do you think he's alright?~~~~

ACTION: All crew are now aboard the station

CO_Adamson:
ACO:  Excellent.  George we are troubled.  We don't know what caused this.  Shelby just finished there safety inspection and passed with flying colours.  This should not have happened.
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: I've you think you need help just yell.
CTO_Ayidee:
@::Arrives on Freighter Bridge and does a quick visual examination.::
ACO_Williams:
CO/CO: one moment Captains
CNS_Varesh:
::looks over his shoulder:: ~~~~Dvari: I'm sure he is.~~~~ ::docks the shuttle::
TO_Tough:
::materializes next to the FCO::
CDT_Randi:
::shuts down the shuttle and opens the door::
AXO-O`Guinn:
CEO/CSO: Get started with the containment.
SO_Titus:
::immediately recieves all sorts of telepathic "noise" and blocks it out::
FCO_O`Guinn:
CTO: I will work on the computer Tio.
ACO_Williams:
::Taps his Com badge:: *ALL* Team leaders report
CO_Adamson:
::looks at George, then at James::
CNS_Varesh:
MO: Where do you need me?
CDT_Randi:
CMO:  Is this were you want the triage set up?
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: Alright lets go, grab that med kit:: points to left side::
TO_Tough:
CTO:  What do you want me to do, Sir?
CMO_McDonald:
Randi, yes I would.
CO_James:
@::returns the look::
AXO-O`Guinn:
*ACO*: This is Shannon...my team is now on the station and beginning the containment process.
CSO_Hansen:
AXO:  Aye sir.  ::looks over at the CEO::
Dvari:
::stands and grabs her gear::
CNS_Varesh:
::shuts down the shuttle and opens the door::
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: easy access to the shuttle
CDT_Randi:
::takes to med kits and exits the shuttle;:
FCO_O`Guinn:
::moves over to the frieghters ops station and starts to access the computers memory::
ACO_Williams:
*AXO* Acknowledged, keep me posted as to progress
CDT_Randi:
::see the supplies and begins to unpack them, waiting for the injured to appear::
AXO-O`Guinn:
*ACO*: Aye sir. Shannon out.
CMO_McDonald:
::helps Randi unpack and setup::
CEO_Woo:
*AXO* There are certain... difficulties, ma'am... it's a very sensitive compound, so it may take a little while longer than expected...
CTO_Ayidee:
TO: See if you can access the stations sensors, see if any ships were unusually close to the tank before it exploded.
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
:CNS/DVari:  We'll all take the most seriously wounded first. that way we'll take care of them faster. ::Hands the COunselor the thrisd medkit::
ACO_Williams:
*CMO/CTO* Team 1 and 3 report?

ACTION: The scene around the station is one of total chaos - injured are scattered everywhere....

AXO-O`Guinn:
::watches as the engineering and science teams begin the containment process:: *CEO*: Do your best Eric.
Dvari:
CNS: Ok, where do we start?
TO_Tough:
CTO:  Aye, Sir.  ::goes over to the station and attempts to access the sensor logs::
CDT_Randi:
::sets out the instruments next to each pallet::
CMO_McDonald:
*ACO*: we're just about set up here for triage in the shuttle bay
AXO-O`Guinn:
::looks around at the chaos::
CNS_Varesh:
::gets out and takes the med kit:: Dvari: Lets set up the treatment area first. ::looks at Mira for confirmation::
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::smiles, slightly and nods her head::
CTO_Ayidee:
*ACO*: We've arrived at the tank were the explosion occurred and are beginning our investigation.  I can tell you one thing, the gas is strong in here.
Dvari:
CNS: Agreed.
TO_Tough:
::accesses the logs:: CTO:  Sir, I have access to the sensor logs.  They show that this appears to have been an accident.
ACO_Williams:
*CMO/CTO* Keep me informed
CO_James:
@::starts pacing::
CEO_Woo:
::heads toward containment controls, helps the engineers::
CNS_Varesh:
::begins setting up the rudimentary facility::
CMO_McDonald:
*ACO*: Confirmed
SO_Titus:
::scans the remnants::
CMO_McDonald:
Randi, we ready?
CTO_Ayidee:
SO: Make sure we are only dealing with Trimethyl Hydroxide here.  I want to know if this gas is the only chemical in the room that isn't natural.
CO_Adamson:
::sees James pacing.::  CO_James:  Listen wearing out the carpet is not going to help.
TO_Tough:
CTO:  I don't see any evidence of a ship being near the accident site, Sir.
CDT_Randi:
::goes back to the shuttle for the boxes of medication to fill the hyposprays::
ACO_Williams:
CO/CO: Teams have arrived Sirs, they are beginning to triage the wounded, we also have an investigation team looking for a cause
AXO-O`Guinn:
::watches the readout controls of the containment process:: Self: This is going too slow...
Dvari:
::moves some equipment to the right side::
CO_James:
CO_Adamson: Perhaps not, but it's this or punch something.
CDT_Randi:
::walks back out of the shuttle and places the boxes near::
TO_Tough:
CTO:  Nor do I see any evidence of sabotage.
CEO_Woo:
CSO: How're your teams doing?
CNS_Varesh:
::reaches out with his mind and blinks as he gets two very familiar patters:: ~~~~CO Adamson: That all that's holy you're ok.~~~~
CO_Adamson:
ACO: Great, we know a tanker exploded,but we don't know why.  We haven't had too many people to send in.  What personnel we had, went to help the wounded.
ACO_Williams:
Adamson: Captain might I ask if we know the wearabouts of Commander Richmond
CTO_Ayidee:
TO: That eliminates one possible cause.  ::Pulls Tricorder and starts scanning the damaged tank.::  Lets see if there is any energy residue on the tanks.
FCO_O`Guinn:
::starts bringing up information from the computer:: CTO: Tio nothing here to be of any help cargo manifest, crew manifest, mission data....usual stuff.
CMO_McDonald:
*ACO*: Looks like we're about ready down here in the shuttle bay
XO_Richmond:
::enters the ops room::
CNS_Varesh:
::moves back and forth between the shuttle and their treatment area, setting out the supplies.::
CO_Adamson:
CO_James:  I'd volunteer my XO here, but I need him at the moment.  ::grins::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::watches as the injured are removed to the triage center::
TO_Tough:
::nods and gets out her tricorder and begins scanning::
CSO_Hansen:
::glances over::  CEO:  Well enough as far as I know.
SO_Titus:
CTO: Nothing but normal atmospheric gases and Trimethyl-Hydroxide.
CTO_Ayidee:
::Nods in acknowledgement of the reports.::
CO_James:
::grins at CO_Adamson:: CO: Thanks anyway then.
CDT_Randi:
CMO:  We are ready here... they can send them down.
AXO-O`Guinn:
*CEO/CSO*: Report please...this seems to be running too slow.
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: Ready sweeety
CNS_Varesh:
Dvari: Todd is all right.
CEO_Woo:
::smiles as the containment is almost complete:: AXO: We've contained approximately 85 % of the compound... 
XO_Richmond:
CO: Captain, it's worse than we thought - it's going to take the Huron more time to get these people aboard to triage.
Dvari:
::looks around and tries to contact Todd:: ~~~~XO: Todd, can you hear me?~~~~
CMO_McDonald:
*ACO*: Triage is a go in the shuttle Bay
Nick:
::hears Dvari:: *Dvari* I can hear you.
AXO-O`Guinn:
*CEO*: Acknowledged...I'll let Commander Williams know.
FCO_O`Guinn:
::goes back to trying to get more information out of the computer...tries overriding the security protocols to get to the more sensative information::
Dvari:
CNS: Thank goodness.
ACO_Williams:
*CMO* Understood
CDT_Randi:
::goes to the transporter controls and does a quick check::  CMO:  Transporters are a go.
AXO-O`Guinn:
*ACO*: Sir we have about 85% contained so far...it's going slow unfortunately.
CO_Adamson:
*XO*:  We will take as long as it takes.  These people are the priority.  Your doing a great job Commander.

ACTION: Klaxons start to sound on one of the living decks

CTO_Ayidee:
*ACO*: Is there anything specific to make the crew think this wasn't an accident?  We're still investigating, but at this early stage everything appears to be accidental.
CNS_Varesh:
::smiles as Dvari visibly relaxes:: MO: I'll just check our transporter and then we're all set up.
Dvari:
~~~~*XO*: I love you darling.~~~~
XO_Richmond:
CO: Yes, sir  ::leaves::
CEO_Woo:
::continues working as the teams finish up::
Dvari:
::takes a deep breath::
CMO_McDonald:
::watches and the wounded start piling in:::
FCO_O`Guinn:
Self: I wish Shannon was here she would be better at this. ::taps another command sequence into the computer::
CNS_Varesh:
~~~~Dvari: Feeling better?~~~~

ACTION: the Ops centre goes mad, lights flashing, blinking, flashing...

MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::::nods her head at Varesh::
CMO_McDonald:
Randi, you take that side ::points to the left side of the shuttle bay::
Shelby Ops:
CO_James:  Ma'am we have a problem in here !!!!
CDT_Randi:
::nods to the CMO and move in the indicated direction::
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: at this point only critical patients go on the shuttles.
ACO_Williams:
*CTO* They had just passed there safty inspection for starters.
Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Much Varesh, sorry I was so snippy earlier.~~~~ ::smiles::
CO_James:
OPS: What the hell is going on? :;barks::
CTO_Ayidee:
FCO: With your experience in Engineering I think maybe we're working backwards.  Want me to check the computer and you see if there is anything mechanically wrong?
Shelby Ops:
CO_James:  Our panels are going nuts.....  Klaxons going off on one of the Living decks...
CNS_Varesh:
::checks transporter controls:: ~~~~Dvari: No need to apologise to me... its George you have to tell this.~~~~
CTO_Ayidee:
*ACO*: Acknowledged, we are continuing to investigate.
CO_Adamson:
::Listens to what is going on and nods to George to get a team to that deck.::

ACTION: There is a large explosion on the deck.....

FCO_O`Guinn:
CTO: Sounds like a good idea to me Tio....I will be in ME if ya need me.
Dvari:
::picks up a box of supplies:: MO: Where do you want these?
CDT_Randi:
::almosts loses her balance at the explosion::
CNS_Varesh:
::feels the station rock with the explosion:: MO: We're ready for any injured!!
TO_Tough:
::almost loses her footing as the deck shakes::  ALL: What was that?
CSO_Hansen:
::looks down at her tricorder and frowns, tapping on it and trying to get it to work properly through the gas::
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::looks up hearing something::
Shelby Ops:
CO_James:  MA"AM WE HAVE ANOTHER EXPLOSION!!!!!!!
CTO_Ayidee:
All:  Is everyone all right?
AXO-O`Guinn:
::hangs on trying to stay standing::
Shelby Ops:
::Begins to panic::
CEO_Woo:
CSO: What are you picking up?
AXO-O`Guinn:
*CEO/CSO*: Are you ok down there?
CMO_McDonald:
~~~~Dvari: now that you know Todd is safe. I dont have to worry about the sedative for you do I?~~~~
CMO_McDonald:
::falls down::
CDT_Randi:
::sees more people staggering into the shuttle bay and runs to help them::
CSO_Hansen:
CEO:  I have no idea ....
CO_James:
OPS: Pull yourself together and find out what the heck is going on!
Dvari:
::slips slightly then regains her balance::
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
Dvari: over there. ::points::
CMO_McDonald:
::gets up and and goes to the other wounded people and triages them::
ACO_Williams:
*AXO* We have had another explosion, head to the living quarters
TO_Tough:
CTO:  I'm fine.
CEO_Woo:
*AXO* Yes, ma'am, we're alright... what happened?
AXO-O`Guinn:
*ACO*: Aye sir...on my way.
CO_James:
::looks to CO_Adamson:: CO: You have people on their way, yes?
Dvari:
~~~~*CMO*: I'm fine doctor. Don't worry.~~~~
CNS_Varesh:
*ACO*: Sir. our facility is set up in shuttle bay 4. Injured can be diverted this way.
SO_Titus:
CTO: ::points to tricoder:: I'm picking up large traces of Trimethyl Hdroxide on one of the living decks!!
AXO-O`Guinn:
*CEO*: I need a team from the containment project to go with me to the living quarters...we've had another explosion.
FCO_O`Guinn:
::turns..walks to the TL tries to enter doors won't open:: Self: Now isn't this just grand.
ACO_Williams:
*CNS* Understood
CDT_Randi:
::bending down, holding a woman's hand, as she slips away into death::
CMO_McDonald:
~~~~Dvari: good! Then, I'm putting away the sedative..~~~~
CO_Adamson:
CO_James:  Yes we do...  I want to know why one of the decks are exploding the accident happened on the docking bay.
TO_Tough:
CTO:  Trimethyl Hdroxide.  What is that?
Dvari:
::carries the box to where the MO pointed::
CO_Adamson:
OPS:  Ens, has there been a hull breach ?
CDT_Randi:
::the child next to her begins to cry::
CEO_Woo:
*AXO* Yes, ma'am; where can we meet you?
CTO_Ayidee:
*ACO*: Mr. Titus is picking up large traces of the Trimethyl Hydroxide on the living quarters.  Permission to investigate up there?
Dvari:
::smiles to herself at the CMO's comment::
ACO_Williams:
*ALL* Triage has been set up in ShB 4, send any walking wounded you encounter that direction
CMO_McDonald:
::watches as the mother dies:: Randi: get that child into the shuttle.
CTO_Ayidee:
TO: Its the chemical that exploded here, and its that aweful smell.
CSO_Hansen:
::muttering things under her breath and trying to get her tricorder to work::
AXO-O`Guinn:
*CEO*: Meet me on the living quarters. Shannon out. ::grabs the display controls and goes running for the living quarters::
ACO_Williams:
*CTO* Go where the investigation leads you
Shelby Ops:
CO_Adamson:  Aye Ma'am but they are contained.  ::Fear still evident in his voice.::
CO_James:
::nods absently at CO_Adamson::
CDT_Randi:
Child: Come here little one... I know how you are feeling ::reaching for the little girl, she takes her in her arms::
CEO_Woo:
::beckons for alpha team to follow him; runs down the corridor heading towards the living quarters::
Dvari:
::places the regenerators on a tray ready for use::
TO_Tough:
CTO:  Maybe there'll be something left that tells us the cause of that explosion.
CTO_Ayidee:
SO: Lets see if we can track down the source on the living quarters, if there is a leak, we need to find it.
CDT_Randi:
~~~~Dvari:  I need your help over here please.~~~~
CMO_McDonald:
::works on triaging others as they come in some dying in his arms::
CNS_Varesh:
::looks up as the injured begin arriving:: Dvari / MO: Here we go.
CEO_Woo:
::sees the AXO in the distance; waves::
Dvari:
~~~~Randi: On my way.~~~~
CO_James:
::cracks her white knuckles:: CO_Adamson: I want whoever is doing this... heck with the taking turns... I want them myself!
AXO-O`Guinn:
::arrives at the deck where the explosion occured:: ACO: Commander Williams...Commander Williams where are you?
CDT_Randi:
Child:  I have a friend who will be here in a minute, she will take care of you. ::smiling at the wailing child::
SO_Titus:
CTO: Yes sir!
CTO_Ayidee:
TO: Stay with Lt. O'Guinn, I don't want anyone alone.
Dvari:
CNS/MO: Randi needs my help. I'll be back as soon as I can.
CNS_Varesh:
::moves back and forth with med tricorder and hypo spray::
ACO_Williams:
CO/Co/XO: Teams on there way, any clue as to why the Trimethyl Hydroxide would be in the living quarters
AXO-O`Guinn:
::turns seeing the CEO:: CEO: Get that team going with the containment now!

ACTION: The deck is in a mess - bodies strewn - some moans from the badly injured

CSO_Hansen:
Self:  Stupid thing ......  ::closes her tricorder::
CO_Adamson:
CO_James:  Let my crew figure out what is going on....  If it is someone on this station...  You definitely can have them.
TO_Tough:
CTO:  Yes, Sir.  ::moves over to join the FCO::
Dvari:
::spots Randi and walks up to her::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::starts trying to help those that are hurt:: *CMO*: We need help up here!
CDT_Randi:
::standing bouncing the little girl until Dvari can arrive and take her::
CEO_Woo:
::turns to the team to begin containment; tries to ignore the appearance of the deck::
CDT_Randi:
Dvari:  Can you take her please while I tend to the other people?
Dvari:
Randi: Ok, what do you have here?
CEO_Woo:
::flips open tricorder to scan for the trimethyl hydroxide::
CMO_McDonald:
*AXO*: aye sir hang on a sec.
CMO_McDonald:
Rnadi: Think you can handle it down here?
CO_James:
::nods:: CO_Adamson: you have a lot of faith in this crew, I only hope you're right.
Dvari:
::takes the child:: Randi: What's wrong with her?
CTO_Ayidee:
SO: Lets head up to the living quarters.  COM: Huron: Two to transport to the Living quarters.
CO_Adamson:
CO_James:  Well deserved faith.  ::smiles::
AXO-O`Guinn:
*CMO*: Some of these people don't have a second doctor!
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::goes over to two people who just broughts someone in, runsher med tricorder over:: Man: This will help with the pain.
CDT_Randi:
::leans over and whispers::  Dvari:  Her mother just died ::pointing down to the woman::
CSO_Hansen:
CEO:  That won't work ... the tricoders are messed up from the gas or something.  ::sighs::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::tries to do the best I can for these people::
CEO_Woo:
Thinks to self: This can't be an accident...
CNS_Varesh:
::administers help where he can, saddened by the carnage:: MO: Some of these people will not make it. Now I remember why I stayed out of medicine in the first place.
CDT_Randi:
CMO:  Yes I can.
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: Your in charge down here I have to go up to the living quarters.
Dvari:
::nods to Randi::
CMO_McDonald:
COM: Huron: transport me to the living quarters. Dvari: help Randi please
CO_James:
CO_Adamson: Another thought... would it be possible to evac the rest of the civilians to the ship for the time being? I don't know... perhaps I'm being foolish but if there is anything else going to happen I want them out of the line of fire.
CTO_Ayidee:
::Is Transported to Living Quarters with SO Titus.::
CDT_Randi:
Dvari:  Thank you ::then goes to her next patient::
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
CMS: We do what we can for those we can help. ::tries to smile encouragingly::
CMO_McDonald:
::is also transported to the living quarters:: AXO: I'm here
FCO_O`Guinn:
COM: Huron: Transport me to station ME.
CO_Adamson:
::Nods at James::  ACO:  George can you transport the uninjured to the ship lease.
Dvari:
::sits on a box with the little girl:: Girl: So, tell me what is your name? Mine's Dvari.
Nick:
AXTION: The teams beamed to the living quarters meet up
AXO-O`Guinn:
::looks up:: CMO: Doctor...I...I don't know what to do for them...
CDT_Randi:
Man:  You will be fine, let me see what is wrong ::running the tricorder over him::
CNS_Varesh:
MO: I know, but I still hate it. I hope whomever is responsible hangs. ::bites off the words::
FCO_O`Guinn:
::Is transported to Shelby's ME::
CMO_McDonald:
::goes and starts working on patients but most of them are to severly injured to save
ACO_Williams:
::Notices Adamsons arm:: CO: Ma'am your arm!
CEO_Woo:
::how many concentrations are we going to have to deal with... manages 40% at teh moment::
CO_James:
::small smile at Adamson:: CO: Thank you
CTO_Ayidee:
AXO: Ma'am, we're detecting the chemical on this level, I fear there may be a leak.
FCO_O`Guinn:
::looks around:: *CTO*: O'Guinn to Tio.
Dvari:
::tries to wipe the child's tear away::
CO_Adamson:
ACO:  Huh ?  ::looks at her arm::  Oh that, its just a scratch.
AXO-O`Guinn:
CTO: The containment team is working on it Tio. But it's slow going.
SO_Titus:
::scans for the poosibility of a leak::
CTO_Ayidee:
*FCO*: Go ahead Patrick.  Anything down there?
CDT_Randi:
::the tricorder registers internal bleeding, every rib in his body broken::  Man:  I am going to transport you to the Huron, but you will be fine ::reaching into her pocket the injects him to knock him out;:
CNS_Varesh:
::keeps treating patients:: MO: Some of these needs to be beamed to the Huron. ::shows a few of the patients. We can't do enough here.
CMO_McDonald:
::whispers:: AXO: I'm not sure how much I can help these people most of them are too severly hurt
CDT_Randi:
::goes over to the transporter controls and beams the man to the Huron::
TO_Tough:
::arrives at the FCO's location and looks around::
Dvari:
Girl: I'm Precious....I want my mommy!
CEO_Woo:
All present: I suggest you be careful, it's highly toxic material
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::Nods her head:: CNS: Whoever did it is a coward. ::Nods her head:: I'll do that.
CTO_Ayidee:
AXO: Mr. Titus and I are going to see if we can find the source.  Will make it far easier to remove it if we can stop it from coming in.
CDT_Randi:
::runs back and starts with another patient::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::stands back watching...trying not to cry:: CMO: This is awful...so awful....
ACO_Williams:
::Grabs a medkit from a nearby table:: CO: If you would, let me pass this dermoregenerator over it.
TO_Tough:
::goes over to the FCO:: FCO:  Sir, what do you need me to do?
CSO_Hansen:
::pulls out her tricorder to see if it's working yet and blinks at her readings::  All:  I'm detecting something else.
AXO-O`Guinn:
::nods at the CTO::
CNS_Varesh:
::smiles at Mira and continues to treat his patients::
SO_Titus:
CTO: I'm picking up Dimethyloxyethanol, this is highly explosive when mixed with Trimethyl hydroxide.
CEO_Woo:
::continues working; 75% contained... at least the compound's not reacting::
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::transport a bunch over to the Huron's sickbay::
CMO_McDonald:
AXO: Can I have a hand here for a second please.
CO_Adamson:
::sighs:: ACO:  If you insist George, Its just a scratch really I never noticed it until you mentioned it.
Dvari:
::hugs the little girl:: Precious: I know you do little one. ::tries to comfort her::
CDT_Randi:
::reads the tricorder and sees broken arms, but otherwise all right::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::steps over to the CMO:: CMO: I don't know how much help I can be...what do you need me to do?
ACO_Williams:
CO: I am not the best doctor, but I can handle a regenerator
CO_Adamson:
::nods and smiles::
CTO_Ayidee:
SO: Coming from where?  Do we have a leak from the station conduits, is it from some source in this area?
FCO_O`Guinn:
*CTO*: Tio this place be a mess it will probably take a while. ::smells gas:: Tio we need to get the ventilation system working quickly though there be a strong oder of gas down here.
CMO_McDonald:
AXO: just put pressure on this wound here.. ::points to a mans chest::
CDT_Randi:
::grabs the bone regenerator and begins to heal the arms::
FCO_O`Guinn:
TO: Lets see if we can vent this place quickly.
SO_Titus:
CTO: I can't tell at the moment.
AXO-O`Guinn:
::puts pressure on the chest wound as directed...looks at the man trying not to cry::
Dvari:
::watches the medic nearest her move the child's mother to a far corner of the room::
CEO_Woo:
::walks over to the AXO:: AXO: the compound has been contained and neutralized, ma'am...
CDT_Randi:
::gives the woman a mild pain killer then moves on to the next person::
TO_Tough:
FCO:  Aye, Sir.  ::finds the appropriate console and gets to work::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::nods:: CEO: Take the team around and make sure there isn't any more any where else.
CMO_McDonald:
::gives the man a pain reliever::
CNS_Varesh:
::mutters under his breath as one of his patients flatline:: Self: Oh, no you don't! ::begins to resus her::
ACO_Williams:
::Passes the Dermo regenerator over the CO's arm::
CTO_Ayidee:
COM: Huron: Can we get some atmospheric scrubbers beamed over?  We have major gas sources aboard and need to clear them to prevent further explosions.
FCO_O`Guinn:
::moves to a LCARS panel and starts to tap in commands trying to bring the ventilation systems up::
CDT_Randi:
::after finishing with this one, she moves to the next one until they begin to blur in her mind::
Dvari:
Precious: Are you hurt anywhere?
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::Goes over to some people and runs her medical tricroder bites her tongue and tries to control her temper::
CTO_Ayidee:
SO: Lets find out then.  ::Starts looking for source, using both Tricorder and nose.::
CEO_Woo:
::sends the team to survey the rest of the deck::
CMO_McDonald:
::watches as the man flatlines:: AXO: take your hand off he bled internally
CNS_Varesh:
MO: Steady now... I can feel you all the way over here.
FCO_O`Guinn:
*CTO*: Tio you might want to contact Cmdr. Williams and let him know the situation down here.
Precious:
Dvari: No, I just want my mommy. Can you take care of her?
ACO_Williams:
::Watches as the wound begins to close::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::feels the tears well up as I move my hand:: CMO: Now I know why I never did want to go into medicine...::gets up and walks off::
SO_Titus:
CTO: It;s mainly just traces mixed in with the trimethyl hydroxide. It appears that they have been mixed together. Probably the cause of the explosion. Vey probable.
CDT_Randi:
::the next three she goes to have passed away, and she covers them and motions to the medics to remove their bodies::
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
CNS: I would like to get my hands on that coward ::directs 2 of the 3 over to the shuttle::
CTO_Ayidee:
*ACO*: Sir, it appears there is gas all over the station.  I suggest we get everyone we can off as quick as we can and concentrate on repairing the ventilation.
CNS_Varesh:
::the faces begin to blur as he moves from person to person, occasionally taggin one for transport::
Dvari:
Precious: I'm sorry, but I must take care of you.
ACO_Williams:
CO: You may want to have the CMo look this over when your back onboard the Huron, you are coming back Ma'am?
CMO_McDonald:
::gets up:: AXO: I know its hard. It's even worse for me cause i can sense them empathically till they die and all the pain they are in.
CNS_Varesh:
MO: you and everybody else on the ship and this station.
ACO_Williams:
*CTO* Understood
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::closes the last ones eyes::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::nods at the CMO:: CMO: I'll be fine doctor...don't worry about me...go take care of the others.
CMO_McDonald:
::goes to the next patient and repairs what he can::
SO_Titus:
::whispers:: CTO: We can't handle this many people 
ACO_Williams:
CO James: How quickly can you perform a total station evac?
CMO_McDonald:
AXO: I'll stay on this level and do what I can.
TO_Tough:
FCO:  Sir, this isn't working ...
Dvari:
Precious: Is there anyone else here on the station that can come and take care of you now?
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::Goes to another group checking to see how many are waiting at the shuttle::
CDT_Randi:
::goes to a little boy next, that is just lying there with his eyes open, but not speaking, she runs the tricorder over him, nothing physically wrong, but he is in a catatonic state::
CNS_Varesh:
~~~~Randi: How you holding up, sweetpea?~~~~
CO_Adamson:
ACO:  Aye I will George and yes I am.  Heard from skyler today.  Todd and I were actually on our way back when this happened.  We were near the docking ring when the explosion occurred, but we were one of the lucky ones.
AXO-O`Guinn:
::walks off to find my team::
TO_Tough:
::desperately working at her controls .... but having no success::
FCO_O`Guinn:
TO: Acknowledged keep tryin if somethin sets this stuff off we are all dead.
CDT_Randi:
~~~~V:  I have a boy here, in a catatonic state.  I think you need to see him.~~~~
AXO-O`Guinn:
::working hard to control my voice:: *CEO*: Report please.
CEO_Woo:
::walks down a corridor with a tricorder, scanning for traces of the compound; thinks to self, the compound's so reactive, it doesn't take much to cause a reaction...::
CDT_Randi:
::moves her hand in front of his eyes, but he does not blink::
CTO_Ayidee:
*ACO*: It also appears that, at least in this area, the gas is mixed with Dimethyloxyethanol, a combination that is explosive.
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::Goes over to the shuttle helping a young ensign, and transports the next group::
ACO_Williams:
::whispers:: CO Adamson: Just say the word and command is yours, not that I want to give it up mind you ::grins::
CO_James:
ACO Williams: about 15 minutes...
Precious:
Dvari: No, I only have my mommy. You won't leave me will you?
TO_Tough:
FCO:  I'm trying every trick I know ...
CEO_Woo:
*AXO* So far we haven't detected any more traces of the compound... thus far, anyways... but we are continuing to survey.
AXO-O`Guinn:
*ACO*: Sir the chemical is contained on the living quarters...the team is now searching for other areas.
CNS_Varesh:
~~~~Randi: I'm coming.~~~~ MO: I need to go see a patient over by Randi. Have more personeel beamed over if you can. I'll be back as soon as I can.
ACO_Williams:
Co James: I strongly suggest you give the order sir
AXO-O`Guinn:
*CEO*: Acknowledged...keep me posted.
CO_Adamson:
ACO:  Not right now George, changing command in the middle of this will just confuse things.  We will just wait until we are out of the area.
CTO_Ayidee:
Computer: Check station and docked ship cargo manifest, I need to know if there is any Dimethyloxyethanol on any of the ships.
CEO_Woo:
*AXO* Yes, ma'am. Woo out
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::nods her head:: CNS: Alright.
ACO_Williams:
::Smiles: CO Adamson: Understood
Dvari:
::looks around for someone to help::
CO_James:
::nods sadly and gives the order to evacuate the station::
CTO_Ayidee:
::whispers:: SO: We have to, so we can.  If we can get the station secure we will be able to do so.
FCO_O`Guinn:
::tries tapping in override command to restart the ventilation::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::walks seeing the bodies lying around and knowing there is nothing I can do::
Dvari:
Precious: Don't worry, I'll stay right here.
CNS_Varesh:
::quickly goes over to Randi:: Randi: I'm here. Is it him? ::kneels next to the boy::
CMO_McDonald:
::works more on the crew on the living quarters stabalizing and beaming those he can save over to the huron and those who are dead he just leaves for now::
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
*Nurse* Can you send me one or two personnel. We're overwhelmed here.
TO_Tough:
::gives a small yelp of victory as she gets power back to the console ... but still can't get the ventilation system working::
CDT_Randi:
V: Yes, I need to move on, please take care of him V.
Computer:
CTO: Dimethyloxyethanol is present on the freighter La'bat, currently docked in the docking bay.  There is also a record of the substance being present in the station manifest.
Dvari:
:;sees that everyone else is busy::
CNS_Varesh:
::nods and starts probing the boy's mind. Absent mindedly waves Randi away::
SO_Titus:
::senses another deadly explosion and prays he is wrong::
Nurse:
*MO* Sir, we're already swamped on the Huron as it is....
CTO_Ayidee:
Computer: According to the manifest, where was it stored?
CDT_Randi:
::moves to the next person, and realizes there is only half a person here, reaches down and covers him up::
CO_Adamson:
ACO:  George get everyone off.  The Capt and I will follow once everyone is off the station.
CO_James:
::listens to the alarm sound::
ACO_Williams:
*ALL* All teams stand by for mass evac, critically wounded to the Huron, all others to whatever available ship can carry them off.
Computer:
CTO: In the docking bay.
Dvari:
::feels totally useless at this point::
CMO_McDonald:
*ACO*: acknowledged
CDT_Randi:
::stops as she hears the CO's voice::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::hears the alarm:: *CEO/CSO*: Get your teams off the station now!
CMO_McDonald:
*Rnadi* get the shuttle ready for departure
ACO_Williams:
::Walks over to the console and sound the Abandon ship::
CSO_Hansen:
*AXO*:  Acknowledged.  ::motions for her teams to stop working::
CTO_Ayidee:
::Walks to wall and pulls up Cargo manifest of the station and the La'Bat.::
CDT_Randi:
*CMO*: Aye Sir.
V:  Bring the boy to my shuttle while I get it ready to depart.
CNS_Varesh:
::reels slightly as he "sees" the boy's mind:: Self: To the Huron with him. ::picks the boy up and carries him to the shuttle:: MO: Load what you can, and tag the rest for beam-outs.
Dvari:
Precious: We have to get out of here. It's too dangerous.
CMO_McDonald:
::leaves the dead on the deck:: heads back to the shuttle bay::
CDT_Randi:
::turning she runs to the shuttle, opens the doors and goes to the helm, starting procedures to depart::
AXO-O`Guinn:
::heads down to a transport area and watches for the team to assemble::
CEO_Woo:
*AXO* Acknowledged, ma'am. All Engineers: Evacuate immediately

ACTION: Alarms sound throughout the station

MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::quickly goes to look around at the people not at the shuttle:: People: You,  and you help her to the shuttle. Quickly but carefully.
ACO_Williams:
*CTO* Continue your work, I may want to have a talk with the Captain of that Freighter, find him for me
CNS_Varesh:
Randi: I'm taking him with me.
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
CNS: Right. ::tags a few injured that can't move with out pain::
CO_Adamson:
CO_James:  Looks like we may have our culprit.
TO_Tough:
::hears the alarms and looks at the FCO::  FCO:  Now what?
CTO_Ayidee:
*ACO*: I think I've found the source of the Dimethyloxyethanol.  Someone has been using it, but trying to hide the fact for some reason.
Precious:
Dvari: No! I won't go without mommy!  Please take mommy too? ::pleads with her eyes::
CDT_Randi:
::does hear V as she is in the front of the shuttle, watching as people are place aboard, leaving room only for the CMO::
ACO_Williams:
COM: Huron: AOPS: Begin emergency beam out of any life signs you can find
CMO_McDonald:
::walks into the shuttle bay and then onto the shuttle, Randi: do we have everyone we can take
FCO_O`Guinn:
::hears the alarms going of TO: Get out of here now Mr. Tough.
CEO_Woo:
::runs toward transporters, picking up engineers on the way::
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
::goes back to the shuttle, hands  a man the hypo:: Give her this
FCO_O`Guinn:
*CTO*: Tio what is going on?
CNS_Varesh:
::gets into the shuttle, carefully placing the boy on one of the couches and starts the pre-flight:: MO: We have to leave!
CDT_Randi:
CMO:  Yes, and I hope we aren't too overloaded.
CO_James:
CO_Adamson: Oh? Is that right? ::her eyes cold::
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: Lets hope not. Lets go.
CTO_Ayidee:
SO: See if there is any chemical that will stabilize the two after they mix.  Might provide a temporary fix.
Huron Ops:
COM:Williams: Acknowledged, evac beam outs in progress
Dvari:
Precious: We have to go now...c'mon.
TO_Tough:
FCO:  Yes, Sir.  ::packs up her things and gets ready to leave in a hurry::
CDT_Randi:
CMO:  We can't, there are still people in the shuttle bay, our people!
FCO_O`Guinn:
::moves over to the brings up a list of problems with the ventilation system::
MO_LtJg_Thoren:
Dvari: Move it. ::does a quick  preflight check::
CTO_Ayidee:
*FCO*: We've found the source of the explosion and are trying to track it down further.
CNS_Varesh:
~~~~Randi: Those not on shuttles are being beamed out.~~~~
CMO_McDonald:
::sighs:: Randi: Your right..
TO_Tough:
FCO:  You coming, Sir?

ACTION: The transporters are full with evacuees - general chaos

SO_Titus:
::scans the chemical database::
CTO_Ayidee:
::Double checks result of computer search.::
FCO_O`Guinn:
*CTO* Where?
ACO_Williams:
*CTO* Do we know Who?
Precious:
::the girl tugs and breaks free from Dvari:: Dvari: No!!!!!
CEO_Woo:
::arrives at the transport area; stopped by the general mass::
CDT_Randi:
::watches the scanners to see when all the live people have been cleared from the bay::
FCO_O`Guinn:
TO: Go on I will catchup in a minute.
CNS_Varesh:
::starts up the engines:: MO/Dvari: Ready?
CO_Adamson:
ACO:  George, Capt James gets the Capt of the freighter first.  ::face dead serious.::
CEO_Woo:
To self: Oh my gosh...
CMO_McDonald:
Randi: when everyones cleared get us outta here.
ACO_Williams:
CO: Aye aye Ma'am
CTO_Ayidee:
*ACO*: Sir, I've determined who covered up the Dimethyloxyethanol use.  According to the Computer, its Captain Adamson.
FCO_O`Guinn:
Self: Come on where is the problem.
Dvari:
::follows Precious:: Precious: Come back Precious....come back!!!!
AXO-O`Guinn:
::stands back from the transporters so the injured and civilians can be beamed first:: CEO: Move our people back...let the injured and civilians go first.
ACO_Williams:
*CTO* Say again

ACTION: The shuttlebay is cleared

CNS_Varesh:
Dvari: No! ::tries to lock onto Dvari and the child::
TO_Tough:
FCO:  Sir ... ::is going to argue but thinks better of it .... leaves the room::
Dvari:
::grabs the child as the shuttle leaves::
CEO_Woo:
::moves forward, tries to organize the civilians::
CTO_Ayidee:
*ACO*: According to the Computer, Captain Adamson's personal security codes were used to cover up the use of the Dimethyloxyethanol.
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